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Simple Ping is a simple yet powerful tool that enables you to keep track of your Internet connection speed via the Ping command. It comes packed with a few standard options that can be configured by all types of users, even the ones with little or no previous experience with networking software. It
is a nice tool to check your router and website speed at your convenience. Portability advantages Since there is not setup pack involved, you can drop the program files to any part of the hard disk and just click the executable to run. Otherwise, it is possible to save Simple Ping to a USB flash disk or
similar storage unit, in order to run it on any PC with minimum effort and no previous installers. More importantly, the tool does not create additional files on your system, so it does not leave traces behind after its removal. The interface is represented by a very small window in the shape of a
rounded rectangular with a black bachground, which displays the current Ping time in white text. Configure program settings As far as ping options are concerned, it is possible to pick the IP to execute the Ping command for, as well as to specify the checkup frequency, bytes, TTL and timeout. The
whole frame's and rounded corner's size is adjustable, together with the background color, text color and font. In addition, you can blend the window with the desktop (hide the frame and leave the text displayed), make the frame stay on top of other windows, and so on. Accessibility via the system
tray At startup, Simple Ping creates an icon in the system tray area. Apart from the fact that it can be used for bringing up the aforementioned configuration panel, the icon is also notable for its color, since it changes in accordance with the Ping time. Unfortunately, it is not possible to modify the
default Ping ranges that define each color. Conclusions As expected, the app has minimal impact on PC performance, since it runs on low CPU and RAM. There were no kind of issues throughout our evaluation, as it did not freeze, crash or pop up error messages. All in all, Simple Ping gets the job
done and comes packed with a surprisingly rich set of features. The interface looks outdated, though. We must also take into account that no recent updates have been made. Simple Ping 6.0.2 Portable | 1.53 Mb Simple Ping 6.0.2 Portable | 1.53 Mb. Simple Ping is a simple yet powerful tool that
enables you to keep track
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Efficient software tool for Mac users REVIEW CODE: Version: 2.5 Platform: MacOSX CATEGORIES: Networking, Utilities PRODUCTS ORDERED: SpectroPro_MPO_R1 SUBSCRIBED: #comments# Homepage: KeyMacro Software: This is the portable edition of Simple Ping, an easy-to-use software
program that enables you to keep track of your Internet connection speed via the Ping command. It comes packed with a few standard options that can be configured by all types of users, even the ones with little or no previous experience with networking software. Portability advantages Since
there is not setup pack involved, you can drop the program files to any part of the hard disk and just click the executable to run. Otherwise, it is possible to save Simple Ping to a USB flash disk or similar storage unit, in order to run it on any PC with minimum effort and no previous installers. More
importantly, the tool does not create additional files on your system, so it does not leave traces behind after its removal. The interface is represented by a very small window in the shape of a rounded rectangular with a black bachground, which displays the current Ping time in white text. Configure
program settings As far as ping options are concerned, it is possible to pick the IP to execute the Ping command for, as well as to specify the checkup frequency, bytes, TTL and timeout. The whole frame's and rounded corner's size is adjustable, together with the background color, text color and
font. In addition, you can blend the window with the desktop (hide the frame and leave the text displayed), make the frame stay on top of other windows, and so on. Accessibility via the system tray At startup, Simple Ping creates an icon in the system tray area. Apart from the fact that it can be used
for bringing up the aforementioned configuration panel, the icon is also notable for its color, since it changes in accordance with the Ping time. Unfortunately, it is not possible to modify the default Ping ranges that define each color. Conclusion As expected, the app has minimal impact on PC
performance, since it runs on low CPU and RAM. There were no kind of issues throughout our evaluation, as it did not freeze, crash or pop up error messages. All in all, Simple Ping gets the job done and 2edc1e01e8
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Portable Simple Ping For Windows

SimplePing is a very easy-to-use network monitor and tool that provides information on the speed of an internet connection. You can monitor your average internet speed, ping the specified address, ping servers, IP addresses, etc. It also has options to help you configure your Internet connection,
filter your traffic, as well as monitor network errors and disconnections. SimplePing supports Windows XP/Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8, and Mac OS X. System Requirements: Supported Windows operating systems: Windows XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 10. Java is a
computer programming language originally designed for use with the Java platform, a middle-level language with an object-oriented programming language syntax. Java was developed by James Gosling at Sun Microsystems. It is a general purpose language, platform-independent and is portable,
meaning that programs written in the Java language can run on multiple platforms. The package contains Java Runtime Environment (JRE). Java Runtime Environment (JRE) enables Java programs to be executed on a computer running Windows operating system. Control panel and Internet Options
Windows registry ActiveX controls What is new in official SimplePing 1.6 software version? - Version 1.6 of program "SimplePing" was released. What is expected in the future? Newly-made SimplePing 1.7 be downloaded from current page, we also looking forward to unconfirmed 1.8 release build.
You may download simpleping_1.6.0.exe directly, estimated download time by ISDN or CDMA [~128 kbit/s] is 0:00:16. Just write the reviews of the SimplePing. Buy SimplePing now. FILED NOT FOR PUBLICATION MAY 24 2013
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What's New In Portable Simple Ping?

The download file for Simple Ping 3.0.1. This is the portable edition of Simple Ping, an easy-to-use software program that enables you to keep track of your Internet connection speed via the Ping command. It comes packed with a few standard options that can be configured by all types of users,
even the ones with little or no previous experience with networking software. Portability advantages Since there is not setup pack involved, you can drop the program files to any part of the hard disk and just click the executable to run. Otherwise, it is possible to save Simple Ping to a USB flash
disk or similar storage unit, in order to run it on any PC with minimum effort and no previous installers. More importantly, the tool does not create additional files on your system, so it does not leave traces behind after its removal. The interface is represented by a very small window in the shape of
a rounded rectangular with a black bachground, which displays the current Ping time in white text. Configure program settings As far as ping options are concerned, it is possible to pick the IP to execute the Ping command for, as well as to specify the checkup frequency, bytes, TTL and timeout.
The whole frame's and rounded corner's size is adjustable, together with the background color, text color and font. In addition, you can blend the window with the desktop (hide the frame and leave the text displayed), make the frame stay on top of other windows, and so on. Accessibility via the
system tray At startup, Simple Ping creates an icon in the system tray area. Apart from the fact that it can be used for bringing up the aforementioned configuration panel, the icon is also notable for its color, since it changes in accordance with the Ping time. Unfortunately, it is not possible to
modify the default Ping ranges that define each color. Conclusion As expected, the app has minimal impact on PC performance, since it runs on low CPU and RAM. There were no kind of issues throughout our evaluation, as it did not freeze, crash or pop up error messages. All in all, Simple Ping
gets the job done and comes packed with a surprisingly rich set of features. The interface looks outdated, though. We must also take into account that no recent updates have been made. Description: This is the portable edition of Simple Ping, an easy-to-use software program that enables you to
keep track of your Internet connection speed via the Ping command. It comes packed with a few standard options that can be configured by all types of users, even the ones with little or no previous experience with networking software. Portability advantages Since there is not setup pack involved,
you can drop the program files to any part of the hard disk and just click the executable to run. Otherwise, it is possible to save Simple Ping to a USB flash disk or similar storage
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System Requirements:

Processor: 2.0 GHz or faster (Multicore Recommended) RAM: 4 GB Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 970 or AMD R9 290 or better DirectX: Version 11 Windows 7 or higher. How to Install Download and run GameRant. Click on the 'Launch Game' button, and then launch the game. After launch, press the
Windows key + R to open the Run dialog box. Copy and paste or type in the following command and press Enter
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